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Abstract 
Solak, W. and Z. Szyddko, Quadrature rules with Gregory-Laplace end corrections, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 251-253. 
We present one-parameter end corrections for elementary quadrature formulae and their rests. 
Keywords: Numerical integration, summation formulas with a parameter. 
1. Introduction 
The end correction method, orignated by Gregory, turns out to be very useful in numerical 
analysis (see [1,2]). Introducing a parameter in finite-difference operators we get more informa- 
tion on the error analysis. 
2. The summation formulae 
In [4] from the Euler-Maclaurin summation rules a new Bessel-Gauss formula has been 
derived. Here we follow this method using the Gregory formulae. 
Let us consider the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula 
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where 
and 
cwl := T,+Jfl + CJfl, 
n-1 
T,+,[fl :=A Cf(u+ih)+thEf(a)+f(b)], 
i=l 
C,[f] := ;gl ~[p-lyu) -p-l)(b)] 
R:+:,,[f] := /“f(x) dx - 1m,i[f] = (a - b)B2m+2h2”+2{;~+~$) , (2) 
a 
(1) 
(~(a, b), nh=b- a, and B, are the Bernoulli numbers. Rr+:,,[f] is a quadrature error. 
The Gregory summation formula the of r th order can be written as follows: 
G,‘+,[fl := T,+,[f] -h i ~%+r[Af(xn+r-i) + c-1)’ Af(xi)] (3) 
i=l 
with nh = b - a and xi = a + (i - 1)h (see [l, p.2101). 
Its rest is of the form 
@:,,,[1] = -h’+3[(n-r-1)L,+2+2~,+,]f”+2’(5), 
where 5 E [a, b] and L, are the Laplace numbers (see [l, p.2121). 
For fl E lR we define the following operators: 
A&x) :=p(x + Ph) -P(X), v/p(x) :=p(x) -p(x - Ph), 
A; := A( A$-‘), v,k := vP( vi-‘) for k= 2, 3,... . 
Then we obtain relations analogous to those of [3, p.1351, namely 
pkhkpAk) = A$po - $k Akp+lp,, + &,k(3k + 5) Ak,+‘p, 
-&k(k+2)(k+3) Ay3po+ . . . . 
pkhkpr(k) = v,kp, + +kv;+‘pr + $k(3k + 5) v~“+~P, 
+&k(k+2)(k+3)v;+3pr+ . . . . 
for k=l, 2,... . 
(4) 
(5) 
Substituting (5) into (1) we get 
KtJfl = T,+Jfl - 
+ h(17;o;f2) ($f- - A$fo) + h(14;o;f2) (@h + A:fo) 
h(1 - 73.5 p2 + 504p4) 
- 
3024Op 4 
(v;fn-A&)- ***. (6) 
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If /3 = 1, then (6) gives Gregory’s formula in its classical form. Associating the first three terms in 
(6) and evaluating the rest we get 
G,B,s[f] = T,+,[f] + &-3f(n)+4f(a+Bh)-/(a+2ph)-3f(b) 
+4f(b-ph)-f(b-2@z)]. 
It is easy to verify that Peano’s kernel is nonpositive for p E [0.3, 11, hence we obtain 
the formula (7) as follows: 
RZ:,[~] =~h5[30~3+~(l-20~2)]f(4)(~), where <~(a, b). 
Since the rest is continuous in the parameter p, there exists j3 for which it is zero. 
(7) 
the rest of 
(8) 
Similary, starting from the midpoint summation we obtain a generalised Laplace formula: 
[f] =M, [fl +&[2f(b-:Bh)-3f(b-ph--fPh)+f(h-2Bh-iBh) 
+2f(a+:~h)-3f(a+/3h+:Bh)+f(a+2Bh+#h)], 
(9) 
where 
n-1 
M,[f] =h c f [a+ (i+OS)h], 
i=o 
h= e. 
It is easy to see that Peano’s kernel is positive for j3 E [0.6, l] and hence the error estimates for 
this formula are as follows: 
Rk+6[ f] = &h5[n(230P2 - 7) - 480p3] f’*‘(v), where v E (a, b). (10) 
The rest reaches its minimum for /I = 0.6. If j3 = 1, then we get the rest of the Laplace formula. 
The case when p is outside the interval [0.6, l] leads to another configuration of the nodes and 
requires a different approach. We will do this somewhere else. 
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